Depth discrimination of a crowded line is better when it is more luminant than the lines crowding it.
Observers usually cannot discriminate the relative depth of a crowded feature with respect to crowding features about 2 arc min distant if all the features have the same luminance. However, stereo thresholds significantly less than 20 arc sec are obtained when the crowded feature is about twice as luminant as the features crowding it. The thresholds depend only upon the ratio of the luminance of the target feature to the luminance of the crowding features and are independent of the absolute luminance of the features. With further increase in the relative luminance of the target feature, the performance eventually deteriorates and this deterioration is not due to difficulty in seeing the features which were individually clearly visible for all the luminances tested. The closest spacing of local crowded features that still allows good stereo discrimination is about the same as the spatial resolution attainable for many luminance-based non-stereo tasks.